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Project Eden

Info

Multiplayer Information

Internet play: untested
LAN play: untested
Lobby search: untested
Direct IP: untested
Play via gameranger: reportedly
coop: untested
Singleplayer campaign: yes
Hotseat: no

You like puzzle games? Best with a note of egoshooter? Then Project Eden is something for you.
Project Eden is an action-packed game that offers problems that usually can't be solved with a head-
on method! Story: A city in the not too near future. After the population has grown more and more,
the cities had to grow as well. Somehow this only went upwards.

In such a skyscraper city one needs of course well trained security forces. This is provided by the UPA,
the Urban Protection Agency. In a company that supplies half the city with artificial meat, the Real
Meat, strange things start to happen. A team of technicians has already disappeared. Now the UPA
has to step in. You lead a team of four members with different skills. The team consists of Amber
(cyborg), Andre (technician), Minoko (hacker) and Carter (leader). It is necessary to use the individual
skills to complete the missions successfully.

The Real Meat case soon turns out to be not quite as routine. The partly not quite trivial problems
provide for long lasting fun, where shooting is not in the foreground. Project Eden also offers a wide
range of weapons and equipment. Aids like the probe, the rover and others are very useful. The game
also has a multiplayer. However, it is not quite as good as the single player.

Purchasing

Project Eden is still available at GOG.

Installation

As always: Install, patch, apply crack if necessary. The patch is especially important because in the
unpatched CD version the game has level design bugs in one or two places, so you can't complete the
level.
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